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The Material Culture Reader Dec 31 2019 Material culture has finally earned a central place within anthropology. Emerging from the pioneering work done at University College
London, this reader brings together for the first time seminal articles that have helped shape the anthropological study of material culture. With topics ranging from the
anthropology of art to architecture, landscape studies, archaeology, consumption studies and heritage management, this key text reflects the breadth of material culture
studies today. The authors, who discuss field sites as distant as Vanuatu, New Ireland, Trinidad and Soviet Russia, show how material culture provides a new lens for viewing the
world around us and effectively bridges the gap between theory and data. Providing the first-ever synthesis of these ground-breaking essays in an easily accessible volume, this
book will serve as a comprehensive introduction to the subject and a valuable reference guide for anyone interested in material culture, anthropology, art and museum studies.
In Small Things Forgotten Feb 10 2021 History is recorded in many ways. According to author James Deetz, the past can be seen most fully by studying the small things so often
forgotten. Objects such as doorways, gravestones, musical instruments, and even shards of pottery fill in the cracks between large historical events and depict the intricacies of
daily life. In his completely revised and expanded edition of In Small Things Forgotten, Deetz has added new sections that more fully acknowledge the presence of women and
African Americans in Colonial America. New interpretations of archaeological finds detail how minorities influenced and were affected by the development of the Anglo-American
tradition in the years following the settlers' arrival in Plymouth, Massachusetts in 1620. Among Deetz's observations: Subtle changes in building long before the Revolutionary
War hinted at the growing independence of the American colonies and their desire to be less like the British. Records of estate auctions show that many households in Colonial
America contained only one chair--underscoring the patriarchal nature of the early American family. All other members of the household sat on stools or the floor. The
excavation of a tiny community of freed slaves in Massachusetts reveals evidence of the transplantation of African culture to North America. Simultaneously a study of American
life and an explanation of how American life is studied, In Small Things Forgotten, through the everyday details of ordinary living, colorfully depicts a world hundreds of years in
the past.
Women and the Material Culture of Death Sep 19 2021 Examining the compelling and often poignant connection between women and the material culture of death, this
collection looks at the objects women make, the images they keep, the practices they use or are responsible for, and the places they inhabit and construct through ritual and
custom. Women's material practices are explored as well as women's affective responses and sentimental labor that mark their expected and unexpected participation in the
social practices surrounding death and the dead.
Material Culture Studies in America Dec 23 2021 The country's leading authority on use of artifactual evidence in historical research collects twenty-five classic essays and gives
his overview of the field of material culture.
A Cognitive Ethnography of Knowledge and Material Culture Jul 06 2020 This cognitive ethnography examines how scientists create meaning about biological phenomena
through experimental practices in the laboratory, offering a frontline perspective on how new insights come to life. An exercise in the anthropology of knowledge, this story
follows a community of biologists in Western Norway in their quest to build a novel experimental system for research on Lepeoptheirus salmonis, a parasite that has become a
major pest in salmon aquaculture. The book offers a window on the making of this material culture of science, and how biological phenomena and their representations are
skillfully transformed and made meaningful within a rich cognitive ecology. Conventional accounts of experiments see their purpose as mainly auxiliary, as handmaidens to
theory. By looking closely at experimental activities and their materiality, this book shows how experimentation contributes to knowledge production through a broader set of
epistemic actions. In drawing on a combination of approaches from anthropology and cognitive science, it offers a unique contribution to the fields of cultural psychology,
psychological anthropology, science and technology studies and the philosophy of science.
Understanding Material Culture Oct 01 2022 "In his interdisciplinary review of material culture, Ian Woodward goes beyond synthesis to offer a theoretically innovative
reconstruction of the field. It is filled with gems of conceptual insight and empirical discovery. A wonderful book." - Jeffrey C. Alexander, Yale University "A well-grounded and
accessible survey of the burgeoning field of material culture studies for students in sociology and consumption studies. While situating the field within the history of intellectual
thought in the broader social sciences, it offers detailed and accessible case studies. These are supplemented by very useful directions for further in-depth reading, making it an
excellent undergraduate course companion." - Victor Buchli, University College London Why are i-pods and mobile phones fashion accessories? Why do people spend thousands
remodelling their perfectly functional kitchen? Why do people crave shoes or handbags? Is our desire for objects unhealthy, or irrational? Objects have an inescapable hold over
us, not just in consumer culture but increasingly in the disciplines that study social relations too. This book offers a systematic overview of the diverse ways of studying the
material as culture. Surveying the field of material culture studies through an examination and synthesis of classical and contemporary scholarship on objects, commodities,
consumption, and symbolization, this book: introduces the key concepts and approaches in the study of objects and their meanings presents the full sweep of core theory - from
Marxist and critical approaches to structuralism and semiotics shows how and why people use objects to perform identity, achieve social status, and narrativize life experiences
analyzes everyday domains in which objects are important shows why studying material culture is necessary for understanding the social. This book will be essential reading for
students and researchers in sociology, anthropology, cultural studies, consumer behaviour studies, design and fashion studies.
The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies Oct 09 2020 Written by an international team of experts, the Handbook makes accessible a full range of theoretical and
applied approaches to the study of material culture, and the place of materiality in social theory, presenting current thinking about material culture from the fields of
archaeology, anthropology, geography, and science and technology studies.
Archaeological Artefacts as Material Culture Apr 14 2021 This book is an introduction to the study of artefacts, setting them in a social context rather than using a purely
scientific approach. Drawing on a range of different cultures and extensively illustrated, Archaeological Artefacts and Material Culture covers everything from recovery
strategies and recording procedures to interpretation through typology, ethnography and experiment, and every type of material including wood, fibers, bones, hides and
adhesives, stone, clay, and metals. With over seventy illustrations with almost fifty in full colour, this book not only provides the tools an archaeologist will need to interpret
past societies from their artefacts, but also a keen appreciation of the beauty and tactility involved in working with these fascinating objects. This is a book no archaeologist
should be without, but it will also appeal to anybody interested in the interaction between people and objects.
Cultural Transmission and Material Culture Jul 30 2022 How and why people develop, maintain, and change cultural boundaries through time are central issues in the social and
behavioral sciences in generaland anthropological archaeology in particular. What factors influence people to imitate or deviate from the behaviors of other group members?
How are social group boundaries produced, perpetuated, and altered by the cumulative outcomeof these decisions? Answering these questions is fundamental to understanding
cultural persistence and change. The chapters included in this stimulating, multifaceted book address these questions. Working in several subdisciplines, contributors report on
research in the areas of cultural boundaries, cultural transmission, and the socially organized nature of learning. Boundaries are found not only within and between the societies
in these studies but also within and between the communities of scholars who study them. To break down these boundaries, this volume includes scholars who use multiple
theoretical perspectives, including practice theory and evolutionary traditions, which are sometimes complementary and occasionally clashing. Geographic coverage ranges from
the indigenous Americas to Africa, the Near East, and South Asia, and the time frame extends from the prehistoric or precontact to colonial periods and up to the ethnographic
present. Contributors include leading scholars from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, and Europe. Together, they employ archaeological, ethnographic,
ethnoarchaeological,experimental, and simulation data to link micro-scale processes of cultural transmission to macro-scale processes of social group boundary formation,
continuity, and change.
Material Culture Jul 18 2021 Landscript 5 examines material culture in landscape architecture theory and design. Designed landscapes are temporal assemblages of extant and
introduced materials, constructed and maintained through the efforts of human labour, mediated through non-human forces, and shaped by constantly changing cultural
relations. Sites are bounded by property lines, yet their material relationships - from the transport of construction commodities to global water cycles - extend to untold limits.
Designed landscapes are models of human-nature relations, at the same time they are human-nature relations, simultaneously representing and actualising the co-production of
the world. Landscript 5 looks at aesthetic implications and design opportunities that engage with the material culture of the landscape. SELLING POINTS: * Fifth instalment in
Landscript architecture series * Explores the intersection of landscape and material culture * Studies the arising aesthetic implications and opportunities for design 240 b/w
images
Religion and Material Culture Oct 21 2021 Religious belief is rooted in and sustained by material practice, and this book provides an extraordinary insight into how it works on
the ground. David Morgan has brought together a lively group of writers from religious studies, anthropology, history of art, and other disciplines, to investigate belief in
everyday practices; in the objects, images, and spaces of religious devotion and in the sensations and feelings that are the medium of experience. By avoiding mind/body
dualism, the study of religion can break new ground by examining embodiment, sensation, space, and performance. Materializing belief means taking a close look at what
people do, how they feel, the objects they exchange and display, and the spaces in which they perform whether spontaneously or with scripted ceremony. Contributions to the
volume examine religions around the worldâe"from Korea and Brazil to North America, Europe, and Africa. Belief is explored in a wealth of contexts, including Tibetan Buddhism,
the hajj, American suburbia and the world of dreams, visions and UFOs.
The Oxford Handbook of History and Material Culture Jul 26 2019 "The past has left a huge variety of traces in material form. If historians could figure out how to make use of
them to create accounts of the past, a far greater range of histories would be available than if historians were to rely on written sources alone. People who do not appear in
writings could come into focus; as could the concerns of people that have escaped writing but whose material things belie their desires and actions. This book explores various
ways in which aspects of the past of peoples in many times and places otherwise inaccessible can come alive to the material culture historian. It is divided into five thematic
sections that address history, material culture, and-respectively-cognition, technology, symbolism, social distinction, and memory. It does so by means of six individually
authored case studies in each section that range from pins to pearls, Paleolithic to Punk"-Asian Material Culture Nov 09 2020 This richly illustrated volume offers the reader unique insight into the materiality of Asian cultures and the ways in which objects and
practices can simultaneously embody and exhibit aesthetic and functional characteristics, as well as everyday and spiritual aspirations. Though each chapter is representative,

rather than exhaustive, in its portrayal of Asian material culture, together they clearly demonstrate that objects are entities that resonate with discourses of human
relationships, personal and group identity formations, ethics, values, trade, and, above all, distinctive futures.
The Material Culture of Gender, the Gender of Material Culture Nov 29 2019 Moving beyond traditional notions of gender as a static concept wherein human beings are passively
molded into gender-appropriate behavior, 23 scholars instead view it as a negotiated, contested, and interactive process. In showing some of the ways gender is made visible,
they explore avenues such as the gender of things that surround us; subtle and invisible processes of inclusion and exclusion from valuation; fusing form and content, practice
and product; and how the material culture of gender produces gendered beings.
Children and Material Culture Apr 26 2022 This is the first book to focus entirely on children and material culture. The international contributors, from a wide range of
disciplines skilfully integrate theory and data to illustrate fully the significance of studying children.
Women and Material Culture, 1660-1830 Nov 21 2021 This book comprises twelve illustrated, interdisciplinary essays on gender and material culture across the eighteenth
century. These essays point to the many ways in which gender mediated and was shaped by the consumption and production of goods and elucidate the complex relationships
between material and social practice in the period.
The Routledge Handbook of Material Culture in Early Modern Europe Aug 07 2020 The Routledge Handbook of Material Culture in Early Modern Europe marks the arrival of early
modern material culture studies as a vibrant, fully-established field of multi-disciplinary research. The volume provides a rounded, accessible collection of work on the nature
and significance of materiality in early modern Europe – a term that embraces a vast range of objects as well as addressing a wide variety of human interactions with their
physical environments. This stimulating view of materiality is distinctive in asking questions about the whole material world as a context for lived experience, and the book
considers material interactions at all social levels. There are 27 chapters by leading experts as well as 13 feature object studies to highlight specific items that have survived
from this period (defined broadly as c.1500–c.1800). These contributions explore the things people acquired, owned, treasured, displayed and discarded, the spaces in which
people used and thought about things, the social relationships which cluster around goods – between producers, vendors and consumers of various kinds – and the way
knowledge travels around those circuits of connection. The content also engages with wider issues such as the relationship between public and private life, the changing
connections between the sacred and the profane, or the effects of gender and social status upon lived experience. Constructed as an accessible, wide-ranging guide to research
practice, the book describes and represents the methods which have been developed within various disciplines for analysing pre-modern material culture. It comprises four
sections which open up the approaches of various disciplines to non-specialists: ‘Definitions, disciplines, new directions’, ‘Contexts and categories’, ‘Object studies’ and
‘Material culture in action’. This volume addresses the need for sustained, coherent comment on the state, breadth and potential of this lively new field, including the work of
historians, art historians, museum curators, archaeologists, social scientists and literary scholars. It consolidates and communicates recent developments and considers how we
might take forward a multi-disciplinary research agenda for the study of material culture in periods before the mass production of goods.
What Objects Mean Mar 14 2021 Arthur Asa Berger, author of an array of texts in communication, popular culture, and social theory, is back with the second edition of his
popular, user-friendly guide for students who want to understand the social meanings of objects. In this broadly interdisciplinary text, Berger takes the reader through half a
dozen theoretical models that are commonly used to analyze objects. He then describes and analyzes eleven objects, many of them new to this edition—including smartphones,
Facebook, hair dye, and the American flag—showing how they demonstrate concepts like globalization, identity, and nationalism. The book includes a series of exercises that
allow students to analyse objects in their own environment. Brief and inexpensive, this introductory guide will be used in courses ranging from anthropology to art history, pop
culture to psychology.
Material Culture and Text Dec 11 2020 Originally published in 1991, this is the first book-length exploration of post-structuralist discourse theory in archaeology. It tackles the
most basic problem of historical and archaeological analysis - the relationship between text and artefact – in an analysis of prehistoric art fusing theory and the practice of
interpretation to create a fresh framework for understanding the relationship between past and present. Focusing on a collection of rock carvings from northern Sweden, the
author shows how alternative conceptualizations of the material from structuralist, hermeneutic and structural-Marxist frameworks substantially alter our understanding of their
meaning and significance. Engaging readers in an interpretive process, this book is for specialists in archaeology, anthropology, art history and cultural studies.
Metaphor and Material Culture Jan 12 2021 This book provides an innovative contribution to debates about the use of metaphor in the social sciences written by one of today's
foremost archaeological theorists. Christopher Tilley combines theoretical interpretation with practical examples to show the significance of the concept of metaphor in the
study and writing of material forms. The first part of the book provides an overview of the use and value of the notion of metaphor in its broadest sense. Tilley argues that
without metaphor human communication would be almost impossible and he shows how metaphors provide the basis for an interpretative understanding of the world. He then
presents three archaeological and ethnographic studies of metaphors chosen to demonstrate the richness of the concept for understanding texts, objects and artworks. Part III
of the book examines metaphor more specifically in relation to the social construction of landscape and the meaning of place in the prehistoric past and the present. The author
concludes by developing elements of a theory of material forms as "solid metaphor". The book will be of interest to all those examining metaphor in its various applications.
Material Cultures Nov 02 2022 A collection of essays which present a balanced survey between theoretical discussions on the one hand and case-study research on the other.
This volume is an ethnographic study of material cultures.
Gender, Law and Material Culture May 16 2021 This interdisciplinary volume discusses the division of the early modern material world into the important legal, economic, and
personal categories of mobile and immobile property, possession, and the rights to usufruct. The chapters describe and compare di erent modes of acquisition and
intergenerational transfer via law and custom. The varying perspectives, including cultural history, legal history, social and economic history, philosophy, and law, allow for a
more nuanced understanding of the links between the movability of an object and the gender of the person who owned, possessed, or used it. Case studies and examples come
from a wide geographical range, including Norway, England, Scotland, the Holy Roman Empire, Italy, Tyrol, the Ottoman Empire, Greece, Romania, and the European colonies in
Brazil and Jamaica. By covering both urban and rural areas and exploring all social groups, from ruling elites to the lower strata of society, the chapters o er fresh insight into
the division of mobile and immobile property that socially and economically posed disadvantages for women. By exploring a broad scope of topics, including landownership,
marriage contracts, slaveholding, and the dowry, this book is an essential resource for both researchers and students of women’s history, social and economic history, and
material culture.
Material Culture and Authenticity Sep 07 2020 The study of material culture demonstrates that objects make people just as much as people make, exchange and consume
objects. But what if these objects are, in the eyes of others, only fakes? What kind of material mirror are people looking into? Are their real selves really reflected in this mirror?
This book provides an original and revealing study into engagements with objects that are not what they are claimed and presumed to be and, subsequently, are believed to
betray their makers as well as users. Drawing upon an ethnography of fake branded garments in Turkey and Romania, Material Culture and Authenticity shows how people can
make authentic positions for themselves in and through fake objects. The book will be of interest to students and scholars working in the fields of anthropology, material culture
and cultural studies as well as to general readers interested in ethnographic alternatives to biographies of famous fakers and fakes.
Death, Memory and Material Culture Mar 26 2022 - How do the living maintain ongoing relationships with the dead in Western societies? - How have the residual belongings of
the dead been used to evoke memories? - Why has the body and its material environment remained so important in memory-making? Objects, images, practices, and places
remind us of the deaths of others and of our own mortality. At the time of death, embodied persons disappear from view, their relationships with others come under threat and
their influence may cease. Emotionally, socially, politically, much is at stake at the time of death. In this context, memories and memory-making can be highly charged, and
often provide the dead with a social presence amongst the living. Memories of the dead are a bulwark against the terror of forgetting, as well as an inescapable outcome of a
life's ending. Objects in attics, gardens, museums, streets and cemeteries can tell us much about the processes of remembering. This unusual and absorbing book develops
perspectives in anthropology and cultural history to reveal the importance of material objects in experiences of grief, mourning and memorializing. Far from being ‘invisible', the
authors show how past generations, dead friends and lovers remain manifest - through well-worn garments, letters, photographs, flowers, residual drops of perfume, funerary
sculpture. Tracing the rituals, gestures and materials that have been used to shape and preserve memories of personal loss, Hallam and Hockey show how material culture
provides the deceased with a powerful presence within the here and now.
Material Culture May 04 2020
History through material culture Oct 28 2019 History through material culture is an excellent guide for students and researchers who wish to use objects as historical sources.
Responding to the significant, scholarly interest in historical material culture studies, this book provides the first step-by-step guide to developing historical research based
around objects. The book makes clear how students and researchers can use these rich material sources to make important, valuable and original contributions to history.
Written by two experienced museum practitioners and historians, the book recognises the theoretical and practical challenges of this approach and offers clear advice on
methods to get the best out of material culture research. With a focus on the early modern and modern periods, this book draws on examples from across the world and
demonstrates how to use material culture to answer a range of enquiries, including social, economic, gender, cultural and global history.
History and Material Culture Jan 24 2022 Sources are the raw material of History, but whereas the written word has traditionally been seen as the principal source, historians
now recognize the value of sources beyond text. In this new edition of History and Material Culture, contributors consider a range of objects – from an eighteenth-century bed
curtain to a twenty-first-century shopping trolley – which can help historians develop new interpretations and new knowledge about the past. Containing two new chapters on
healing objects in East Africa and the shopping trolley in the social world, this book examines a variety of material sources from around the globe and across centuries to assess
how such sources can be used to study the distant and the recent past. In a revised introduction, Karen Harvey discusses some of the principal issues raised when historians use
material culture, particularly in the context of 'the material turn', and suggests some initial steps for those unfamiliar with these kinds of sources. While the sources are
discussed from interdisciplinary perspectives, the emphasis of the book is on what historians stand to gain from using material culture, as well as what historians have to offer
the broader study of material culture. Clearly written and accessible, this book is the ideal introduction to the opportunities and challenges of researching material culture, and
is essential reading for all students of historical theory and method.
Learning Things Aug 19 2021 Nothing provided
Children and Material Culture Jun 28 2022 This is the first book to focus entirely on children and material culture. The contributors ask: * what is the relationship between
children and the material world? * how does the material culture of children vary across time and space? * how can we access the actions and identities of children in the
material record? The collection spans the Palaeolithic to the late twentieth century, and uses data from across Europe, Scandinavia, the Americas and Asia. The international
contributors are from a wide range of disciplines including archaeology, cultural and biological anthropology, psychology and museum studies. All skilfully integrate theory and
data to illustrate fully the significance and potential of studying children.
The Material Culture of Failure Jun 24 2019 What happens when objects behave unexpectedly or fail to do what they ‘should’? Who defines failure? Is failure always bad? Rather
than viewing concepts such as failure, incoherence or incompetence as antithetical to social life, this innovative new book examines the unexpected and surprising ways in
which failure can lead to positive and creative results. Combining both theoretical and ethnographic approaches to failure, The Material Culture of Failure explores how failure
manifests itself and operates in a variety of contexts. The editors present ten ethnographic encounters of failure – from areas as diverse as design, textiles, religion, beauty, and
physical failure – covering Europe, North America, Asia, Africa, and the Arabian Gulf. Identifying common themes such as interpersonal, national and religious articulations of
power and identity, the book shows some of the underlying assumptions that are revealed when materials fail, designs crumble, or things develop unexpectedly.The first
anthropological study dedicated to theorizing failure, this innovative collection offers fresh insights based on the latest scholarship. Destined to stimulate a new area of
research, the book makes a vital contribution to material culture studies and related social science theory.
The Body as Material Culture Aug 26 2019 Bodies intrigue us. They promise windows into the past that other archaeological finds cannot by bringing us literally face to face with
history. Yet 'the body' is also highly contested. Archaeological bodies are studied through two contrasting perspectives that sit on different sides of a disciplinary divide. On one
hand lie science-based osteoarchaeological approaches. On the other lie understandings derived from recent developments in social theory that increasingly view the body as a
social construction. Through a close examination of disciplinary practice, Joanna Sofaer highlights the tensions and possibilities offered by one particular kind of archaeological
body, the human skeleton, with particular regard to the study of gender and age. Using a range of examples, she argues for reassessment of the role of the skeletal body in
archaeological practice, and develops a theoretical framework for bioarchaeology based on the materiality and historicity of human remains.
The Economy and Material Culture of Russia, 1600-1725 Feb 22 2022 In this study of the Russian economy from 1600-1725, Richard Hellie offers a glimpse of the material life of
the people of Muscovy during that tumultuous period - how they lived, what they ate, how they were taxed, what their wages allowed them to enjoy. The Economy and Material
Culture of Russia, 1600-1725 will be an invaluable resource and reference work for all readers interested in economic history and the history of material culture.
Material Culture Jan 30 2020 Publisher description
A Philosophy of Material Culture Apr 02 2020 This book focuses on material culture as a subject of philosophical inquiry and promotes the philosophical study of material culture

by articulating some of the central and difficult issues raised by this topic and providing innovative solutions to them, most notably an account of improvised action and a nonintentionalist account of function in material culture. Preston argues that material culture essentially involves activities of production and use; she therefore adopts an actiontheoretic foundation for a philosophy of material culture. Part 1 illustrates this foundation through a critique, revision, and extension of existing philosophical theories of action.
Part 2 investigates a salient feature of material culture itself—its functionality. A basic account of function in material culture is constructed by revising and extending existing
theories of biological function to fit the cultural case. Here the adjustments are for the most part necessitated by special features of function in material culture. These two parts
of the project are held together by a trio of overarching themes: the relationship between individual and society, the problem of centralized control, and creativity.
Material Culture and Mass Consumerism Jun 04 2020 Exploring materialism and social relationships in modern culture Material Culture and Mass Consumption offers an in-depth
exploration of objects, objectification, ideology, and materialism in modern society. Drawing from Hegel, Marx, Munn, and Simmel, the discussion delves into the physicality of
the material world and attempts to understand materialism as a form of cultural expression. Targeting mass production as the root of mass consumption, rather than the result,
this book positions material goods at odds with genuine social interaction and questions these relationships from the abstract to the intensely specific.
Early Printed Music and Material Culture in Central and Western Europe Mar 02 2020 This book presents a varied and nuanced analysis of the dynamics of the printing,
publication, and trade of music in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries across Western and Northern Europe. Chapters consider dimensions of music printing in Britain,
the Holy Roman Empire, the Netherlands, France, Spain and Italy, showing how this area of inquiry can engage a wide range of cultural, historical and theoretical issues. From
the economic consequences of the international book trade to the history of women music printers, the contributors explore the nuances of the interrelation between the
materiality of print music and cultural, aesthetic, religious, legal, gender and economic history. Engaging with the theoretical turns in the humanities towards material culture,
mobility studies and digital research, this book offers a wealth of new insights that will be relevant to researchers of early modern music and early print culture alike.
History and Material Culture Jun 16 2021 Sources are the raw material of history, but where the written word has traditionally been seen as the principal source, today
historians are increasingly recognizing the value of sources beyond text. In History and Material Culture, Karen Harvey embarks upon a discussion about material culture –
considering objects, often those found surrounding us in day to day life, as sources, which can help historians develop new interpretations and new knowledge about the past.
Across ten chapters, different historians look at a variety of material sources from around the globe and across centuries to assess how such sources can be used to study
history. While the sources are discussed from ‘interdisciplinary’ perspectives, each contributor examines how material culture can be approached from an historical viewpoint,
and each chapter addresses its theme or approach in a way accessible to readers without expertise in the area. In her introduction, Karen Harvey discusses some of the key
issues raised when historians use material culture, and suggests some basic steps for those new to these kinds of sources. Opening up the discipline of history to new
approaches, and introducing those working in other disciplines to historical approaches, this book is the ideal introduction to the opportunities and challenges of researching
material culture.
Handbook of Material Culture Aug 31 2022 The study of material culture is concerned with the relationship between persons and things in the past and in the present, in urban
and industrialized and in small-scale societies across the globe. The Handbook of Material Culture provides a critical survey of the theories, concepts, intellectual debates,
substantive domains and traditions of study characterizing the analysis of things. It is cutting-edge: rather than simply reviewing the field as it currently exists. It also attempts
to chart the future: the manner in which material culture studies may be extended and developed. The Handbook of Material Culture is divided into five sections. • Section I
maps material culture studies as a theoretical and conceptual field. • Section II examines the relationship between material forms, the human body and the senses. • Section III
focuses on subject-object relations. • Section IV considers things in terms of processes and transformations in terms of production, exchange and consumption, performance and
the significance of things over the long-term. • Section V considers the contemporary politics and poetics of displaying, representing and conserving material and the manner in
which this impacts on notions of heritage, tradition and identity. The Handbook charts an interdisciplinary field of studies that makes an unique and fundamental contribution to
an understanding of what it means to be human. It will be of interest to all who work in the social and historical sciences, from anthropologists and archaeologists to human
geographers to scholars working in heritage, design and cultural studies.
Gender and Material Culture Sep 27 2019 Gender and Material Culture is the first complete study in the archaeology of gender, exploring the differences between the religious
life of men and women. Gender in medieval monasticism influenced landscape contexts and strategies of economic management, the form and development of buildings and
their symbolic and iconographic content. Women's religious experience was often poorly documented, but their archaeology indicates a shared tradition which was closely linked
with, and valued by local communities. The distinctive patterns observed suggest that gender is essential to archaeological analysis.
Language and Material Culture May 28 2022 This innovative and provocative work introduces complexity theory and its application to both the study of language and the study
of material culture. The book begins with a wide-ranging theoretical background, covering the areas of dialect geography, the anthropological study of material culture, and a
general introduction to the study of complex adaptive systems. Following this general introduction, the principles of complexity theory are demonstrated in data drawn from
linguistics and material culture studies. Language and Material Culture further highlights the principles of complexity through a series of case studies, using data from the
Linguistic Atlas, colonial American inventories and the Historic American Building Survey. LMC shows that language and material culture are intertwined as they interact within
the same cultural complex system. The book is designed for students in courses that focus on language variation, American English and material culture, in addition to general
courses on applications of complex systems.
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